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ABSTRACT

Summarized in this report are the pertinent, unclassified data on the

reflectivity of a variety of classes of land clutter. The data are confined

to those taken at radar frequencies included between 9 and 95 GHz. Brief

discussions are included for a number of the characteristics of radar return

from clutter, although emphasis ib directed to the average statistics

of the amplitude of the return. Preliminary mathematical representations

are included which describe: (1) average radar cross-section per unit

area (c°), (2) amplitude statistics of the return, (3) spectral behavior

of received power , and (4) polarization properties of the return from

foliage. Also included is a discussion of some of the effects of the

characteristics of land clutter on the choice of system parameters and on

the nature of the problem of target detection in clutter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose of Study

The principal objectivc of the prograw of investigation o..ich this report
summarizes was the assembly of a basis for mathematical modeling of radar

ground return at frequencies above 9 GHz. The ultimate goal of the modeling

is to provide input to a computer modeling program for thr description of

an airborne fire control radar system. Because of the anticipated nature

of the clutter return and because of the limited data base, the emphasis

was placed on the assembly of a supplement to the earlier unclassified work

done in radar reflectivJty of ground clutter. The data assembled here have

been categorized according to vegetation type, such as farmland, grass,

coniferous trees, deciduous trees, and extended area returns from several

basi.: terrain types. These data have Leen reduced to the same form (based

on the published descriptions) insofar as possible, so that, while these

data were collected by many different investigators, it is hoped that the

many format problems implicit in a collection of this type have been reconciled.

Considerable judgement has been used in the selection of the data reported

herein; some of the selection guidelines which were used are discussed below.

B. aackground

Most investigations reported have been limited to the angle region between

vertical incidence and 20 from grazing. The application of radar to airborne

platforms which operate at low altitudes while observing targets at long

ranges requires the determination of the effects of ground clutter at

angles of observation in the region from 20 degrees to zero degrees graziog.

Effort has been directed to obtaining as much data and insight as possible

on clutter behavior at low grazing angles.

The original sources of data used here are all more recent than the publi-

cation of the Radiation Laboratcry Series and are based primarily on work done

by the Naval Research Laboratory, U. S. Army Electronics Command, Ohio State

University, University of New Mexico, University of Michigan, Johns Hopkins,

Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory, Georgia Institute of Technology, Goodyear Aero-

space, Hughes, and Westinghouse. Work reported by these groups has, in general,
been supported by DOD and has remained cl3ssified for the past decade. Present

policies of DOD are making this material available to the public at P -very

,;dl



rapid rate, and it is expected that the bulk of the data will btt declassified

within the next tvi years.

Data presented in this report have been taken from many sources,

including industrial laboratories, governmLnt, and universit) research groups,

and converted to a common nomenclature for compatable use. Great effort

has been taken neitber to extend nor to extrapolate any particular set of

data curves, bi, rather to coordinate all possible data, a point at a time,

and to excludc -iose data which do not fit with the results from other

investigations. The reader is referred to the Refeance3 (Section V) for

the sources used. Some data are still classified and t'e reader is referred

tco the Bibliography (Section VI) for data a,:3 concepts which should be use-

2 ful to extend the informati•c presented in this reporn.

2I
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iH. SELECTED CLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS

This section summarizes some of the clutter claracteristics identified

in this study. The emphasis herein is directed to description of radar cross-

section per unit area, amplitude distributions of received power, and spectral

properties of tree returns. Some discussions are included on the polarization

properties of clutter return, primarily that from trees. Preliminary mathe-

matical representations for c and for the statistics of received power are

included. Most of the discussions herein are based on observations at X-band,

with extrapolations where possible using the limited data available at millimeter

wave frequencies.

A. Radar Cross-Section

A large number 4.f report3 oU radar reflectivity (References I through

21) ha;e been reviewed anrd -;d*ced to a common set of reference planes.

The data are reported in a variety of differing formaLs and definition. Such

terms as reflection coefficient, backscattering cross-section, cross-section

per unit area, ground return, and terrain rcturn are used to express the signal

strength of a radar echo signal for various types of ground clutter observed

with various radars under a variety of geometrical conditions.

All data presented in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 have been reduced from

the original reportings to the quantity radar cross-section per unit area,
0
o . The area observed on the ground (i.e., projected area) is limited by the

radar azimuth and elevation beam widths as defined by the antenna aperture,

at the higher grazing angles, and by th-2 transmitted pulse length and azimith

beamwidth when Lhe grazing angle, 5, approaches zero. The experimental data were

checked to ensure that proper choice of projected are-a was used for the develop-

ment of 0o.

X-band dlata are considerable and are believed to be reliable. These

data form the basis of discussion in zhe follouing paragraphs. From data

§• I presented by many works, ic appears that the area observed, as the look-angle

approaches grazing, is one of the mosz criticel factors, perhaps more critical

than absolute calibrazion, target description, noise levels, or exact know-
i ledge of other systein paraneters. For exampole, daf~a recor4de with CW radars

are not consistent with data recorded with pulsed systems. This is most

likely due to a lack of range weighting in the "footprInt; onx clutter, which

3
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near grazing has a very large range variation.
0

Ftom the data collected on this study, the decrease in a as the viewing

angle approaches grazing is much more rapid (20 Lo 25 dB) with horizontally

polarized signals than with vertically polarized signal (5 to lOdE). It

is not known at this time what causes this phenomenon. It could be multipath

effects on uneven surfaces, changes in dielectric constant, or a lack of a

true randomly polarized target area.

Surface roughness does appear to have a definable physical relationship

at X-band. Some reoccurring relationships observed in the data reported
by a number of experimenters are summarized in Table I.

Some natural vegetation and man-made targets were observed at angles

below zero degrees. This condition occurs, for example, when the radar is

located on a hillside and an exposed target area across a clearing is viewed

such that the trees or buildings are actually observed at broadside. Under

these conditions, the cross-section per unit area is controlled by the antenna

beauwidth, not the transmitted pulse length, and the magnitude of the signal

is about the same as looking straight down on the target, as expected. These
values of ao are listed at zero degrees grazing angle for convenience of

i presentation.

As the transmitted frequency is increased, the surface variance becomes

an appreciable fracticn of z wavelength and the radar cross-section per unit

area tends to increase. Smooth concrete tends to have the same magnitude of

return as plowed ground and short crops at 35 GHz. For a given grazing angle,

at '70 Hz there appear to be no natural targets with radar cross-sections as

low as those ooserved at 10 GHz.

Insufficient data have been rej ..ted above 35 GHz to determine if the

decrease in radar cross-section near grazing is as pronounced as it is at

X-band.

Comparison of ground c],itter at 70 degrees (approaching vertical incidence)

and 20 degrees (approach grazing) has been made over the frequency range from

10 GHz to 95 GHz. Although the target areas are not the same, the general

description leads one to beli~zc that at least a first order comparison can

be made. Figure 6 is a representation o; average values obtlthed from several

sources during this investigation.

It is noticed that there is a tendency for all ground clutter targets

to decrease in radar cross-section after the transmitted frequency exceeds 70

I 9
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TABLE I. Relationship of Surface Variance
and Reported Description of Clutter

Surface Variance SurfacL.z Description

less 1/16" smo~oth concrete, asphalt
fresh snow

1/16" to 1/2" plowed ground, blown snow

i" to 4" grass and short new crops

15" to 60' grown crops and trees

10
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to 80 GHz. The cause of this phenomenon is not known, however, this same

"tendency for the cross-section to decrease above some frequency has been

observed in sea clutter. For the sea clutter case, it has been postulated

that the source of reflections has changed Zrom the wave crest!spray/droplet/

facet model to some reflecting surface within the sea itself. [22)
0B. Mathematical Representation of a

Ihe available data for o from the various types of clutter are
extremely 6cattered, even at X-band; hyiever, a preliminary set of mathematical

rppresentatives for a0 at X-band has been assembled. The expression given

below is based simply on empirical data and as such should be subjected to

review as new experimental data become available. In order tc obtain the

mathematical forms below, data from Figure 1 were replotted and further
smoothed to give graphs of average values of a , which ,--ire then curve-fitted.

Data from Figure 6 have been used to provide a measure of the frequency scaling

of a for the various types of ground clutter considered here. The constants
in the eauations have been adjusted so that o is expressed in dB, wavelength

is in cm, and graring angle is in degrees. Over the domain of wavelength

considered (0.3 cm < X < 3 cm) and grazing angle (00 <8 < 450) the following

form for ao s assumed:

0 c + l.*1og,,0 ( - l~l !_.(1)
Z -Cg 10 __ - C3 log 1 0  y)

0 0

The values of the various constants for representing each clutter type

are tabulated in Table II. This mathematical representation for a should

be used to provide a basis for establishing average clutter background levels

and as a guide to preliminary system performance asseasment. More detailed
data and more detailed mathematical representations are required for indepth

assessment of specific processing schemes or for the exercising of extensive

scenarios.

II
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TABLE II

Tabulation of Constants Used in MathematicalRepresentation of Clutter (0)

Clutter Type Values of Constants
(Description) C1  C2  C3  0

(dB) (dB) (dB) (deg) (cm)

Trees 11.3 26 8 35 1.0
Crops 16.3 26 8 35 1.0
Grass/small crops 20 26 10 35 1.5
Plowed ground 31 18 15 25 1.5
Gravel 28 18 15 25,; 1.5
Snow 25 25 15 30 1.5
Concrete 39.1 32 20 25 2.2

__City/urban 6 5 3 30 1.0

.i -
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C. Amnlitude Distributions

Very few data have been found which describe in detail the amplitude

behavior of clutter return for either a wide range of clutter types or
for frequency bands above X-band. No data were found in the literature which

describe simultaneous amplitude behavior at multiple frequency bands for

any type of land clutter. A number of detailed descriptions of amplitude

distributions were found for observations of returns from trees at X-be.nd

and these form the basis for the discussions in this section. Althoug',

a variety of formats have been presented in the literature, one of the

more common formats used for displaying the data is in the form of the

first probability density function, WI, versus received power. Note the

probability of finding a variable y in the range between y and y + dy is

given by W (Y)dy, where W1(y) is called the first probability density function.

Detailed W information was obtained for a variety of targets and target

conditions at X-hand by Georgia Tech observers under an earlier program. [71

Included were observations on pine trees and deciduous trees, both wet

and dry, under different seasonal foliage conditions. Typical W] functions

have been obtained from the amplitude of the video signals and are reproduced

in Figures 7 through 10.

Early investigators suggested that the amplitude distributlons of

various types of ground clutter could be closely approximated by a Rayleigh

distribution function, that is a density function in terms of power of

the form
1 -P/<P >

eP(P) I e (2)< >

where < P > represents the average power. Such a distribution occurs whe-n

Sthe received signal is the vector sum of the echoes from a large number of
V independently moving small scattering elements adding in random phase, and

the average amplitude of the component echoes from individual scatterers is

k constant. However, careful experimental determination of the first probability

density functions of clutter echoes showed significant deviations from the

Rayleigh form, especially in the high amplitude "tail". An eKample of the

type of theoretical investigations that has been made in order to determine

a physical mechanism to account for che observed W distributions in terms

of Rayleigh functions is described below.

_______14
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Assume that two independent echo mechanisms, whose signals add, are

simultaneously present. Then the observed first probability density function

is given by the convolution of the probabil3ty densicy functions of the

two mechanisms. [24] Mathematically,

W41 (P) 4Wa (P -X) Wlb(x) dx. (3)

a b F
Now assume that W is a Rayleigh density function and Wlb is unknown. Then

P e(P - x)/< P >

W°(P) = Wlb(x) dx. (4)
•' •0 < P >

Differentiating, [25]

dW 0(P) -3e - x)/< P > wb-(P -d P Wlbx| e 1P -x ,i

< P > < P > x =P

JO J
S-(P -x)/< e >

e b 1. W b (5)

W X) dx +<p> +P)
10o < p>2

•+1 l(P) + Wb(P) (5)
S,<P> 1 < p---- >.

Thus,

dW W(P)
S) o (P) + < P > 1 (6)

dPi

i -

19
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This means that the density function of the unknown mechanism can be determined

from the observed delsity function and its derivative. This process was

applied to data collected on former projects to determine if a simple physical

interpretation could be assigned to the results. The difficulty in using

Equation (6) lies in the determination of < P >. Note that < P > represen-s

the average power in the Rayleiglh function, not the observed distribution.
b

As the value of W (P, at any point depends critically cn both the derivative
o' the observed density function at that point and the average power of Rayleigh

function, it is essential to get good estimates of both these quantities.

A bad estimate of either can lead to negative values for some of the calculated

points on the W b (P) curve, which, of course, is a nonsensical result. It is

the difficulty in estimating the average power of the Raylei-h density function

which limited the application of this sparation process to clutter runs

already closely approximating the Rayleigh form. The dashed lines in Figures

7 through 10 show the results of applying the process to the obscrved density

functions shown as solid lines. The straight lines on the observed density

functions for clutter targets consist of a Rayleigh distributed return plus

Lne returns from several constant targets of different magnitudes which

are illuminated only part of the time. From some of the other data collected

which are not reproduced here, it would appear that som-times a second Rayleigh

type target is alsc present. It is postulated that the leaves and twigs

pioduce the Rayleigh return, while the tree trunks and branches correspond

to the constant targets which are intermittently iliuminated.

Many obser-ers are currently proposing log-normal distributions as

nmathematical representations for both ground and sea clutter radar return. 126]

The log-normal distribution allows for larger values of peak power than the
Rayleigh for a given median, ane, since its standard form allows the use of

well-defined mathematical expressions, its usefulness to engineers is clear.

Log-normal curves have been drawn on Figures 7, 9, and 10. A similar

fit was not attempted for Figure 8, as the Rayleigh distribution appears to

be adequate. It appears that with proper selection of the mean value and

standard dcviation, a good fit to the data can be obtained. The moet obvious

limitation in its fit occurs in the failure to predict t.. truncation of returns

at high power levels. This truncation can be "pected to occur under all

circumstances, since all targets h,'a some upper limit on cross-section;

however, none of the simple mathematical forms actually follow this behavior.

20



iathematically, the log-normal distribution can be represented by a

function of the form

p(p ) 1 exp F in(7)""1 . 2 mnP cP2c V 2J m c•

where P is the received nower from the clutter, P is the median value of
c m

Pc' and c is the standard deviation of in PC. Many authors use the parameters

P mean signal, and p, the ratio of mean to median, to characterize a given

log-normal distribution. [26, 27] In terms of a and in P these parametersm
are

= exp + in P (8)C m

and

p exp (9)

The corresponding values for a, p, andP for the log-normal curves in Figures

* 7, 9, and 10 are given in Table III. The rationale for the use of the log-

normal distribution as a representation of radar return is discussed in se/eral

texts. The physical interpretation of the log-normal distribution is described

by Aitchison and Brown [28]; however, in general the expected log-normal

distribution results from a large collection of scatterers which vary from

very small to large cross-sections. [27, 28)

D. Spectral Properties

1. Windspeed Effects on Tree Return

No data have been presented with exact wind speed information ccrrelated

with amplitude of radar return. The basic problem with those measurements

which have been reported is that wind speed is usually measured at the

radar, thus the large range separation between the radar and the trees results

in a poor knowledge of the wind at the trees. However, when the measurements

have been made at the trees, reflections from the mast, rotating cups and vane,

making up the anemometer system influence the clutter returns. In one investi-

gation, the wind equipment was located in a cleared area, within a few hundred

* feet of the measurement system and in a direc~ion which would produce the best

indiL-akon of Lhe wind conditions at the clutter area. With this arrangement

exact wind conditions were recordable for a finite time interval only if the

. .21



TABLE III

Log-Normal Parameter Values for Tree Returns

Parameter Value
HH RR RL

(Figure 7) (Figure 9) (Figure 10)

a 6.51 dB 4.34 dB 4.34 dB
p 3.08 1.65 1.65

4.62 7.42 8.24

f
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wind was constant, and this was rarely encountered for windspreads above 6 mph.

Data collected from dry pine trees while transmitting hoxizontal polar-

ization were examined for a relationship between windspeed and change in ampli-I
tude. In a 10-secona interval, the difference betweenthe maximum and minimum

ampliLudes for both parallel and cross returns ranged from 23 to 28 dB for

runs with windspeeds ranging from 0 to 13 mph. For the most part, at windspeeds

below 4 mph the amplitude of the signal changed with a gradual slope, but

changes of 14 dB in less than 1/10 second were observed. When these occurred,

the signal would not go through large changes of magnitude in rapid succession,

rather, the signal would first be fairly constant, then make a sharp change

in amplitude and vary in a gradual manner about this new levei before further

rapid changes, For a wavelength of 3 cm, windspeeds of less than 4 mph are

aufficient to cause leaves to move distances of X/2 in a spasmodic manner and

thus producce the variation in amplitude noted. above. Although no correlation

is apparent between windspeed and the difference between maximum and minimum

amplitude of return signals in a 10-second interval, a relationship might

be discovered if the change in amplitude could be examined for very short in-

tervals, something less than 1/100 second.

The data were also examined for a relationship between windspeed and the

rate of fluctuation of the signal without regard to the amplitude of the fluc-

tuation. For this analysis, a fluctuation is defined as a change in the slope

of the echo amplitude from positive to negative. The number of fluctuations

will, of course, be a function of the response of the observing system. The

measurements radar has a flat frequency-amplitude response from 0 to 500

cps; however, the data system, for this test, has a flat response from 0 to

1-00 cps. Thus the data presented in Figure 11 may be considered as relative

fluctuations.

From this figure, it is noted that the increase is of the same general

K type whether observing the parallel return or the cross return. Each bar or

4 dotted area represents the range of fluctuations from 2-second observations

and a curve has been drawn through these bars and areas to obtain an estimated

average relationship. There is a sharp increase when the windspeed is near

10 mph; apparently this corresponds to the windspeed which causes small twigs

and leaves to be in constant motion. Accepted standard specifications for

estimating wind velocity by observing the condition of objects in the

surrounding area are listed in Table IV.
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Figure 11. Relative Number of Fluctuations in Parallel and Cross
Returns from Dry Pine Trees as a Function of Windspeed.
Horizontal Transmission.
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TABLE IV.

Standard Specifications for Estimating Wind Velocity

I Velocity Specifications for estimating velocity

less than 1 Smoke rises vertically

1 to 3 Direction of wind shown by smoke drift
but not by wind vanes

4 to 7 Wind felt on face; leaves rustle; ordinary
vane moved by wind

5 to 12 Leaves and small twigs in constant motion;
wind extends light flag

13 to 18 Raises dust and looqe paper; small branchesI:. _are moved

Army Air Forces TM 1-235, June 1942, p. 193.

i~,
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When the radar was trained on the side of a hill containing deciduous

trees, the average signal level was frequently observed to change with

windspeed. In general, indications are that the average return increases

when the windspeed drops from a value in the vicinity of 10 mph to a value

of less than 4 mph. Phenomena similar to this have been seen on other

occasions where mixtures of fixed and fluctuating targets were observed.

The number of fluctuations for vertically polarized transmission has been

observed to be lower than that for horizontally polarized transmission, and

in general the number for circularly polarized transmissions is lower than

linearly polarized transmissions. Also for a given windspeed, the number

of fluctuations is less when the trees are wet than when they are dry.

In the windspeed range of 4 to 14 mph, returns from dry pine trees show

the number of fluctuations in a two-second interval to iucrease with incrcase

in windspeed for both the parallel and cross returns, but the ratio of parallel

to cross return shows no dependence on windspeed. Also, the magnitude of the

linear correlation coefficient between parallel- and cross-polarized echoes

was usually below 0.3 for linearly polarized transmissions.

2. Doppler Return for Ground Clutter

A few power density spectrums from clutter returns have been recorded

and analyzed at X-band; however, no detailed investigations have been reported

at frequencies above 10 GIz. Almost without exception, those observations

which have been made indicate that there are more high frequency components

in the return signals than accounted for by the use of the Gaussian distri-

bution. [20] For example, Fishbein [21], suggested that a cubic relation

between power density and frequency is a better fit to the data than a Gaussian

distribution. Other investigators have suggested that a 4th power relation-

ship would be an even better fit to the actual recorded data. Following

Fishbein:

SW(f) = 1 (10)

f 31+
c

where
f keV! f =

c

k = 1.334 8 = 0.356 (knots) 1

v = windspeed (knots)
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In each of the suggested functions, there is an unknown which is best

determined from actual recorded data. For the Gaussian, it is necessary to

determine the standard deviation; for the power functions it is necessary to

determine the corner frequency, f c' or the half-power point. From the data

recorded and presented in Figure 12, it does appear that the Gaussian distribution

does not fit the data, due to a rapid fall off at high frequencies. The relation-

ship suggested by Fishbein is a good fit, as is the fourth-power relationship.

In applications requiring the filtering of the terrain clutter Doppler while

retaining the target Doppler, improved filter designs may be obtained ýf the

clutter is assumed to have the fourth-power relationship. This assumption

may result in significantly better processor performance, especially if the

improved filters are used with a optimum choice of polarization.

3. Linear Correlation Coefficients

The linear correlation coefficient is a measure of the strength of the

linear relationship between two variables. The magnitude of the coefficient

is an indication of the strength of this relationship and the sign of the

Z coefficient determines the relative phase between the two variables. When

the correlation coefficient is +1, the relationship between the variables is

linear and the variables are in phase. When the correlation coefficient is
-1, the relationship is linear and the variables are out of phase by 180 degrees.

When the coefficient is zero, no linear relationship exists between the two

variables. The coefficient is, of course, independent of the absolute magnitude

ot -ither variable.

In application to the radar problem, the linear correlation coefficient

has been computed between the parallel- and cross-polarized returns, received

simultaneously, to determine if a linear relationship exists between these

two signals. [7] The coefficients which were computed were found to lie

between -0.4 and +0.5. -sually less than 0.2, for all types of trees observed

and regardless of polarization at X-band.

tE. Polarization Properties

A number of careful studies of the polarization properties of land clutter

return have been conducted et X-band; however, no definitive experiments have

been performed at frequencies above X-band. A number ot operationally related

clutter measurements have been made at K - and K -bands; however, these data

are still classified due to the context in which they were obtained and are

27
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not available for use in this report at the present time. Reference 7 includes

one of the more comprLhensive collections of polarization data currently

available in the open literature. The primary emphasis of the clutter

easurements included there is on tree return. One of the principal difficulties

in interpreting the polarization data from tree returns is the variety of

ccmpeting mechanisms which may contribute to the polarization properties of

any given return. A detailed theoretical and experimental investigation was

undertaken in the program reported on in Reference 7 in an attempt to determine

the relative importance of such mechanisms. Some results of that investigation

are reported below, including a discussion of a simple dipole model for describ-

ing the return from trees.

A collection of a large number, N, of dipoles randomly oriented and

randomly distributed in space is used as a simple model for trees. Theoretical

predictions of the polarization of radar return are made from this model. Note

that range factors are suppressed throughout this discussion.

Consider a single dipole. A dipole reradiates that component of the

incident field which can be resolved along the dipole axis. Hence, the magnitude

of the received echo is proportional to the projection of the reradiated field

of the dipole upon the direction of the received polarization.

Let 8 be the angle between the horizontal and a vector along the dipole

axis measured counterclockwise from the right. Then for a single dipole,

i 2
E HH k cos 0,EHi

EHV EVH k cos 6 sine, (11)

i 2
E = k sin 0,Vw

where the first subscript on E, the received electric field, denotes the

transmitted polarization, and the second subscript denotes the observed

component of the return signal; k is a constant of proportionality. The

powers of the return signals are
PHH A cos 0,

Pi = PV i A cos 2  2 sin2 6, (12)

P A =sin 8,

- 29



For an ensemble of N dipoles, randomly oriented and incoherent]y phased,

the scattered power from individual dipoles add. Thus, V
27r

PM = P'P AN <csF1 " os46d A
HH HH 2-7r o 8 8NA,

i J 27r

12 2 NA 9 21
!" P P i :AN <cos2 esin26>= f os 6 sin2 dO NA, (13)

HV VH HV 2,r s

•i 4, N 4 3

iV z P = AN <sin 8> E sin4e dO = NA.P PVV 2,r 8

if
0

Equations similar to these have previously been published by Hunter. [29)

With the introduction of arbitrary relative phases, a and y, the field components

below are obtained from preceding equations where it is assumed that the retu--n

is just as likely to have equal powers in VV as HH. Adjustments to this concept

EIW EH= ýAN/8 e"

I (14)EVV V 3 AN/8 e:Iy•

These expressions lead to the following matrix,equation:

•'r "- F

•, Thesuperscripts r aud t ctenote received and transmitted signals, reopectively;

•÷, •the subscripts H and V denote the horizontal and vertical components of the

Swave, as before. ~+

~iiTo represent circular transmission, let gV = EH e . Using rhis it

V H

!j jy t (6
ca be sow tha

Th ED t AN/B " r 2Ecei ja(B+) _ Hiena ],(31

athd Ec s.ci, [dV i E + hriz a e]
V~ H

30
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where the subscripts D ard C denote the direct or parallel and the cross return,

respectively. The corresponding power5 are

3E, 5 3cosy+2'Yccs ( 8 +) -Co +

and PC = AN(EH)" L1+ cos Y
C 4 U. L

".he relative phase data which nave ben measured at X-band indicate

that it is reasonable to assume that 0, and B - , may be anywhere in the

range from 0 to 2v with equal probability. The average power returns obtained

from the preceding equations then become

<> = AN(E 5 - 3 < cos y> (

and <Pc> = AN (Et) 2 1 + < cos y>

If the same distribution assumption is made about y, the last two equations reduce to

D> AN(EH)t2

(19)
and <P > 3 AN(E

If, on the other hand, y is fixed and equal to zero, as might be

intuitively expected, they reduce to

S<PD> = AN(Et )2,

D 2 H (20)

3 H2
and = AN(E )C 2 H

EquaL'ons 13 predict a polarization ratio of 4.8 dB for linear

transmissions. Observed values lie between 4 and 9 dB; the larger values are

plausible if effects of tree trunks are included.
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"For circular transmissions, Equations 19 and 20 are used to predict

polarization ratios. These equations give a ratio of +2.2 dB when y is

randomly distributed and a ratio of -4.8 dB when y equals zero. The parallel-

to-cross ratios obtained from field measurements, which ranged from -I to -4

dB, are not in agreement with either calculated value. It should be noted

that the value of y does not affect the polarization ratio or linearly polarized

transmissions.

For all the X-band data reviewed under this study, investigators who

looked at return powers PHH and P appear to state consistently that

the horizontally polarized signals are 2 to 4 dB higher than the vert' 'lly

polarized signals. The mean value obtained from Figure 13 shows 0 to be

2.5 dB higher than a for trees.VV

These data then would lead one to modify the matrix equation to read:

"Er Ee Ft]
H IH

)AN18(21)

Er ] Le "ei E

and for circular transmission and reception

+2_j a+1/2 -y 3

(22)

The resulting equations for power are
= 1 - 7 lF -

D (Et) 2 + 4 S3 cos (0+_r/2) 4cos Cos (6--+/2)

P =1/8 AN t()2 + Cos y (23)
Cro Ec (H 2.. 2 2 eY1 ~ cs(-~r 2

From collected data, it appears reasonable to assume • is random and

takes on any value between 0 and 2n with equal probability, and that y is

close to zero. Thus the ratio of average powers, <P >/<P >, will be -1.9 dB
D C'

for this condition. This is in agreement with field measurements as presented

in Figure 14.
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III. CLUTTER EFFECTS ON SYSTEM PARAMETER ZHOICE

The ultimate weight and size of a radar will depend very strongly cn

the frequency of operation, as both component size and power consumption wary

inversely with frequency (for a given upper bouad of performance). The chioice

of operating frequency depends on a number of factors, i.cluding allowable

antenna aperture, maximum range, weal-her performance, anticipated target-to-

clutter ratios, and the anticipated processing gains which may be obtained

with that choice. The key factor in system sizing considered in this report

is the behavior of the clutter return as a function of frequency; the objective

of this section is to place the results of the clutter-return investigations

described above in perspective with the general requirements of an airborne

fire-control radar system.

Limited comparative data are available on the cross-section of various

man-made targets although a number of independent investigetions have been

made of target returns at the various frequencies of interest in ,his study.

The generai tendency is for the effective cross-sections of vehicles, buildings,

and r~rsonnel to be approximately independent of frequency above 9 Gz. The

assumption used in the considerations below is that cross-saction is not fre-

quency depen9 .at.

The initial question to be answered is the effect of frequency scaling

on maximum detection range. It is necessary to escablish an acceptable sut

of ground rules for such a comparison; however, the detailed treatment of such

a comparison is beyond the scope of this study. General considerations for

guiding the comparison of frequency effects on system parameters can be found

in several radar handbooks. [30, 31] Given a knowledge of available tran3-

mitter power, receiver noise figure, and losses as o function of frequency

it is possible to make order-of-magnitude performance conparisons which 'W!12

bound the anticipated system capability. For the airborne fire-cont•rol rriar,

it is anticipated that antenna size (and therefore gain) will be a critical

factor. If a constant aperture size of 20 inches is assumed (limited by

air-frame considerations), the. resulting azimuth beamwidths and gains ara

given in Table V.

The antenna gains resulting from the assumption above, along with .imiting

values of transmitter power and receiver noise figure can be used in the

35
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TABLE V.

Antenna Characteristics at Three Frequencies for 20-inch Aperture

Circular Aperture Rectangular Aperture

Wavelength Beamwidth Gain Beamwidth Gai n
I(3dB) (3dB)

3.2 cm 4.14 27.4 dB 3.21 28.5 dB
8.6 mm 1.110 33.1 dB 0.8620 34.2 dB
3.2 mm 0.4140 37.4 dB 0.321° 38.5 dB

I3
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usual radar equation 1/4

2 2

R [(47r) kr 0R Fo 0L (S/N) (4

to give a bound to the maximum detection ranges for each frequency as illustrated

in Figures 15, 16, and 17. Table VI is a summary of the radar parameters assumed

in preparation of Figures 15 through 17. The band of anticipated performance

!ndicates the spread resulting from systen compromises and field degradation

which can reasonably be expected. These performance curves are for cl-ar

weather and represent an upper bound of performance, since such factors as

operator effectiveness and clutter masking have not been included. A signi-

ficant aspect of the predictions shown irn Figures 15, 16, and 17 is that maximum

detection ranges are approximately independent of frequency with the constant

aperture con.zraint. These figures also include indicationr of general range

of cross-section of several classes of target.

There are two key aspects of impact of clutter on the detection of

a target by radar: (1) masking and (2) false alarms. A consideration of

the cross-section per unit area summaries given in Section II above, together

with the resolution cell which results from the 20inch aperture constraint

and a pulse length of 50 asec (25-foot resolution), results in the anticipated

clutter cross-secticns summarized in Table VII.

The predictions of average effective cross-section for several classes

of cluttet summarized in Table VII are based on the mathematical representations

of a tabulated in Section ii rather than on specific experimental data.

omparisons of the predicted values of crots-sections for clutter in Table

VII with the target cross-sections indicated in Figures 15 through 17 suggests

that, on the basis of average crtss-section alone, clutter should not be a

major limitation to the detection of targets by any of the example radars.

~ owever, it must be pointed out that the extrapolations in frequency and

grazing angle used to obtain the data in Table VII are very sensitive to

the actual behavior of clutter return. The required experimental data are

not available at this time to substantiate the mathematical predictions.

The problem of detection in clutter is furcher complicated by the
statistical nature of the return. Discussions of the return from trees in

Section II indicate that under some circumstances amplitude distributions
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TABLE VI.

Example Sets of Radar Parameters

Parameter Value Assumed

Wavelength, X 32 mm 8.6 mm 3 mm

Transmitted Power, P 100 KW 60 KW 4 KW

Antenna Gain, G 27 dB 33 dB 37 dB

Pulse Length, T 50 nsec 50 nsec 50 nsec

Bandwidth, B 20 MHz 20 MHz 20 MHz

Noise Figure, NP 8 dB 8 dB 10 dB
0

Loss (T/R), L 2 dB 4 dB 6 dB

Signal-to-Noise (single hit), S/N 13 dB 13 dB 13 d13

iii

*1
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TABLE VII.
Estimated Clutter Cross-Sections for Two Grazing Angles

Grazing Wavelength Clutter Effective Cross-Section
Angle* Area Forest Grass Open Land Snow

100 3.2 cm 24 dBsm -5 dBsm -13 dBsm -1.6 dBsm -17.5 dBsm
100 8.6 m 18 dBsm -6.9 dBsm -14 dBsm -16 dBsm -16 dBsm
100 3.2 mm 14 dBsm -6.5 dBsm -13 dBsm -15 dBsm -16 dBsm

10 3.2 cm 33 dBsm -12 dBsm -20 dBsm -'.8 dBsm -24 dBsm
10 8.6 mm 26 dBsm -15 d~sm -22 dBsm -17 dBsm -24 dBsm
"1i 3.2 rM 23 dBsm -14 dBsm -20 dBsm -12 dBsm. -21 dBsm

I Aircraft is assumed to be at 1000 feet.

3.2 mm 23 d~sm -142ds ~ m -2 ~m-1ds



might be obtained which behave as a log-normal distribution with large standard

deviation. Three example sets of Receiver Operating Characteristic curves

are shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20. These figures illustrate the impact

on the detection problem which results when the extension is made from a

non-fluctuating target in receiver (Rayleigh) noise to the case of a log-

normally distributed clutter background and either a non-fluctuating target

or a log-normally distributed target.

For example, consider the difference in performance implied in the

cases shown in Figures 18 and 19. For a false alarm rate of 10-, the required

signal-to-background ratio increases by more than 15 dB when the background

clutter is similar to that illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 20 illustrates

the greatly reduced possibility of achieving very high probabilities of detect-

ion when returns from both target and background are log-normally distributed.

I' a probability of detection of 80% is required with a false-alarm probability

of 10-6, a clutter background of trees, and a moderately fluctuating target

(i.e., Figure 20), then a target cross-section of 20 dBsm or more will be

required for the example radars illustrated in Figure 15, 16, and 17.

These illustrations can be extended to other cases; however, t',e

real detection problem is further complicated by the fact that ground return

can include a significant number of specular returns of rather large

amplitude and which can appear very much like targets at all frequencies

and grazing angles for which observations have been reported. These false

targets will act to increase the effective false alarm rate beyond that indi-

cated by statistical considerations alone, thus detailed system performance

invpestigations will require careful consideration of the non-statistical

returns, particularly at millimeter wavelengths as the effective cross-section

of such scatters will be quite sensitive to the apparent reflectivity, which

may change considerably with frequency.

*i
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IV. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The data assembled in this report have been selected from a review

of the currently available unclassified literature. Care was taken to

subject each data set individually to tests of internal consistency and

physical "reasonableness." Experimental methods and data formats were

checked and the data finally used in the summaries were weighted according

to the estimated relative quality of the source as determined from this

critical review. Finally, the overall summaries were reviewed for Lonsis-

tency and, in cases of question, the original source documents were rechecked.

The resulting summaries of radar cross-section have been used as

guidelines for the specification of preliminary forms of mathematical

representations for cross-section per unit area (co) for a variety of

clutter types and for the amplitude statistics of the return from foliage.

Current representations are suitable for use in exploring basic system trade-

offs.

The salient aspects of the findings assembled in this report can

summarized as follows.

1. ,Very few quantitative data are available in the literature which
describe the behavior of ground-clutter return for frequencies
above those of X-band.

2. Few data on the radar cross-section of clutter have been reported for
grazing angles below 100.

3. Limited data are available at X-band to describe the spectral and
polarization behavior of clutter returns; however, no data on these
characteristics are available at higher frequencieF.

4. The cross-section per unit area of clutter types which are "rough"
(i.e., trees, largf' crops, etc.) is consistently larger for all
grazing angles and frequencies than that of "smooth" clutter
(i.e., plowed ground, snow, water, etc.).

5. The cross-section per unit area of all classes of clutter tends to
be reduced as the grazing angle approaches zero; however, the apparent
roughness, and therefore the rate at wvich it decreases, is a function
of frequency.

6. The statistics of the parallel polarized returns for which data exist
Sjindicates that, in general, a Rayleigh distribution is not a suitable

descriptor because measured distributions contain more large amplitude
returns than would be predicted by the Rayleigh function.
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7. A log-normal distribution can be suitably fitted to the measured
distributions; however, the truncation or limiting of Miximum
amplitude which actually occurs physically must be determined separately
from measu:ements.

8. For cases where observations have been made of the orthogonally
polarized components of the return, the statilaics cf ttne quadrature
received polarization are approximately described by the Rayleigh
function.

9. The data available at X-bard on the spectral behavior of the magnitude
of clutter returns suggest that a power law function iq a better fit
to the higher frequency tail than is the commonly used Gaussian function.

10. Examination of representative sets of receiver operatiný characteristics
suggest that, for false alarm rates in the range of 10- to 10-8, as
much as 20 d3 more return from a target will be required for a given

obability of deoection with a background of log-normal tree returns
as cotu.pared to Rayleigh no-Ise.

As a result of the wivestighaiobas gn tos program, the following

recommendations are offeced.

10I The clutter cross-section data and wathematical representations
assembled herein should be used to provide preliminary algorithms for
development of computez models of clutter return for use in establishing
baseline system paramet~ers.

2. No calibrated data exist at grazing angles between zero and 15°
at frequencies above X-band. Therefore a data collection program
should be undertaken to fill this gap.

3. The effects of atmospheric Cinditions, especially of Drecipitation,
need to be determined and incorporated in the clutter and system
performance pro,,rams.

'4. The new data obtained under (2) and (3) should be used to extend
the current mathematical models for clutter.

5. Specific experiments should be designed ard appropriate field operations
should be conducted '.or the purpose of defining the usefulness of
polarization and spectral tecnniques for enhancement of target
detection and recognization.
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